GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI.
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION : SCHOOL BRANCH
OLD SECRETARIAT : DELHI-110054.


CIRCULAR

Sub: Week wise distributed syllabus for the session 2011-12.

All the Heads of Govt. schools are hereby informed that week wise distributed syllabus in respect of classes VI-XII for the session 2011-12 has been uploaded on website of Directorate of Education. The syllabus is as per NCERT books and is available on homepage of our website www.edudel.nic.in at link 'syllabus'.

The Heads of the schools are directed to download the same and provide the copy of the syllabus to concerned subject teachers before 11.4.11.(Monday) The subject teachers are directed to follow the same during their teaching-learning process and also paste a copy of the same in their teacher's diary. Any discrepancy regarding this may be brought into the notice of DDE(School's) or DDE(South)

DR.(MRS.) SUNITA KAUSHIK )
ADD. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION (SCHOOL)

All HOSs/EOs/DDEs through MIS

No.DE.23(414)Sch.Br./06/1
Copy for information to:-
1. P.S. To Director of Education
2. OS(IT) to paste on the website
3. Guard File

Dated:

DR.(MRS.) SUMAN REKHA )
ASSTT. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION (SCHOOL)